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Abstract - Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems (MEMS) are the integration of mechanical elements, sensors, actuators, and electronics at the micron-scale or even at nano-scale through micro fabrication technology, which involves the mechanical, electronic, fluid, thermal, optical, magnetic and other disciplines, how to quickly and accurately modeling and simulating the MEMS has been a big problem, there are so many methods have been put forward to solve the problems:(1) Numerical Simulation Method (2) Signal Flow Analysis Method, (3) Nodal Analysis Method, (4) Bond Graph Method With the development of computer technology , the united model construction language have been used in some areas, such as engineering mechanical, energy fielded, also, this method can solve the MEMS simulation and optimizing problem, the paper mainly put forward to the uniform model construction simulation method. The method adopt uniform constraints to describe MEMS multi-fields simulation model, firstly construct MEMS model library which includes structure, electricity, magnetic, thermal, and fluid elements in multi-field uniform language modelica, through these elements, MEMS physics simulation model can be directly constructed, after model construction, some prosperities of the MEMS devices can be simulated.

Index Terms - MEMS, Multi-fields Simulation, modelica

I. Introduction

The scholars of the United States, Europe, Japan and other countries have realized the successful industrialization of micro-electro-mechanical system (MEMS) and occupying the market largely depend on how to use the computer aided design, analysis and manufacturing methods (CAD/CAE/CAM) effectively. Currently, in the study of MEMS, the development level of computer aided tools far behind the frontiers of the pace, most MEMS devices are designed by the analysis tools which have the similar functions and can not predict the execution situation of MEMS accurately. Therefore, we always use test troubleshooting methods, which often requires repeated trials to finalize the device equipment to meet the specific environment. For the development of MEMS devices and systems for commercial products, this backward design method has a long design cycle, low efficiency, high cost and impractical. Thus, there is an urgent need of advanced modeling tools and simulation methods for MEMS design. The multi-disciplinary nature of MEMS involves the complex coupling issues among the electric, mechanical, magnetic, thermal, fluid and optical physical multi-energy domain, and its integrated development trend needs a system simulation method of the device or system and circuit. At present, the simulation method that mainly used in MEMS, including numerical simulation, hardware description language method and the unified model of multi-domain simulation method, in which the hardware description language method develops into the signal flow analysis, nodal analysis, the bond graph method[1-3].

II. Traditional simulation method in MEMS

A. Numerical Simulation Method

Numerical simulation method includes the difference, finite element method, the boundary element, the finite volume method and other methods, the finite element method is the commonly used method, when we do the multi-energy domain coupling analysis of MEMS, we should seek the appropriate algorithm for the characteristics of each domain, and solve the coupling issues between different domains. Numerical simulation using ANSYS and other finite element software’s or Intellisuite and other dedicated MEMS CAD software’s to design and analyze MEMS structures. This method requires a pre-set of the structural parameters to make the model and simulation, and then amend the original model according to the results of the simulation analysis until we get the satisfactory results. This simulation method has a greater progress than repeating trials, it reduce the costs and shorten the design cycle to a certain extent. Some well-known finite element software such as ANSYS has successfully introduced a coupling field calculation method to solve a variety of coupling issues [4, 5]. Li jun and others have made a finite element modeling and analysis of the electrostatic micro-pump[6]. Ji kexing and others have used the finite element method to study the influence of residual stress on the structural design of electrostatic feedback MEMS sensor with high temperature shear stress [7]. Field-based analysis of large-scale numerical simulation for different energy domain analysis needs to mesh, needs to achieve automatic mesh division which is very difficult, and the calculation method has not reached a mature stage. The calculation is huge and there is a lack of efficient method of calculating, so we can not achieve the simulation of system-level and circuit integration.

B. Signal Flow Analysis Method

The signal flow analysis is also known as black-box analysis. The basic idea is to establish on the basis of numerical analysis to different energy domains of MEMS coupling field, selected a few parameters to describe the energy of the system, reduce the system’s degrees of freedom and do not care about the local structure and characteristics of the system. Then, the system coupling field can be expressed...
by a black-box which has a few parameters. Generally we select the vibration modal of the sporty structures as the basic variables set, we use the generalized coordinates for the coefficient of linear superposition to get the approximate deformation of the sport structures, establishing the Lagrange equation of the system, converting it for the hardware description language model and having a simulation in circuit of the MEMS, then, the simulation time of system can be greatly reduced. This method can obtain a high precision, and applies to any complex system [8,9].

C. Nodal Analysis Method

Using the node analysis to system modeling are in the form of the system unit geometry size and material constants components for simulation parameters, its ideology is similar to circuit analysis, considering the system is composed by the sub-structural units of the same energy domain or different energy domains, these component units with lumped parameter model description, interconnected by the nodes which have the same energy domain nature, equivalent to the circuit resistance, capacitance and so on. After converting it into hardware description language model, then link the units together, form a network topology structure, build the whole differential equations of system and implement the system simulation in the software of EDA. The advantage of the method is fully integrated with IC CAD tools, using the same software tools to solve MEMS and IC design problems at the same time, applying to the structures of lumped mass and stiffness can be decomposed, it is always used for the small displacement and small signal occasions. Jan E.Vandemeer has proposed nodal analysis for MEMS simulation and design [10], Q.Jing improved the nodal analysis method, and applied it into the MEMS parametric analysis [11]. Yuan weizheng used the improved nodal analysis method to solve the MEMS issues [12].

D. Bond Graph Method

As a powerful theoretical tool for the interaction between the different energy domain systems, the bond graph method makes the dynamic system as a system determined by the state variables, its relationship between the state variables and other system variables is established by a set of ordinary differential equations and algebraic equations. By using the bond graph language to describe the system model, different systems can exchange energy to achieve interaction. But the theory of the method is abstract, difficult to understand, incompatible with the electric network system simulator, it is difficult to achieve system-level simulation and optimization.

III. Mems Multi-Domain Uniform Modeling And Simulation

To early design of MEMS, we often considered the MEMS device structure itself more, and did less departure from a multidisciplinary point of view of technology, structure, fluid circuit, error to make the optimal design of the MEMS system. Even though the device itself achieves the best performance, once it is processed and used in conjunction with other peripheral subsystems, it can not achieve the optimal overall properties of the system, thereby increasing the number of iterations of the design, resulting in the improvement of product development costs. Therefore, it is necessary to study the MEMS simulation and optimization of design from the point of view of system, but there is still a lack of effective design methods to solve system design and optimization of MEMS. The method based on unified modeling language using a unified approach to describe the system components in different areas, it can achieve full realization of the seamless integration and data exchange between different areas of the model. The intrinsic component connection mechanism based on a unified language realizes the model composition and multi-domain integration, it can model and simulate all the problem which can be described by differential equations or algebraic equations.

The unified modeling studies of multi-domain physical system originated in the first object-oriented simulation modeling language Dymola by Elmqvist in 1978[13]. A series of object-oriented and equation-based simulation modeling language appeared in the later, for example, Omola, ASCEND, GPROMS, NMФ, ObjectMath, Smile and so on[14]. Faced with the compatibility and standardization issues of many languages coexist, some experts and scholars in the simulation community in Europe had introduced a new generation of statement language Modelica on the basis of the previously summarized and unified a variety of modeling languages in 1997[15]. Currently, the modeling based on the Modelica language has a wide range of applications in the automotive and electric vehicles, hydraulic systems, mechanical multi-body system, thermal power system, power systems, electromechanical systems, chemical systems, and hardware in loop simulation, discrete event systems and other systems of processes. The simulation application based on Modelica has been started in our country. For example, the simulation analysis of gas turbines, switched reluctance motor, synchronous motor, heat engine, engine, mechanical gearbox and turbine engine[16,17,18].

Multi-domain uniform constrained simulation model’s mainly strategy is to express every fields designing parameters, constraints conditions, and solving aims in a uniform statement equations. Because of product’s expression often are hierarchy model, and MEMS’ constraints relation model is also a part of product, so the uniform constrained simulation model also adopt hierarchy model like Fig1. According to classification of products, we divided MEMS constraints as product class constraints, components class constraints, and parts class constraints, and every class constraints have been divided constructive constraints, interface constraints, and associated constraints, and all the collects and relationship of the same class make up the constraints net. The constructive constraints express the MEMS’s own characteristics, interface constraints express relationship between different fields, and associated constraints express the relationship between constructive constraints and interface constraints.
According to designing and analyzing of product should satisfy constraints, through grasp nature of different fields, we refine constraints as three elements: port, physical rule and element body, their relationship and expression are show as Fig2. The port was little circle of graph, the element bodies were linked by these ports and through object oriented and equation technology, make the constructive constraints, interface constraints, and associated constraints as a union expression. The constructed Micro-mechanical accelerometer united constrained model with modelica language was showing like figure 3.

Exerting a harmonic force $F = F_0 \sin(2\pi ft)$ along the horizontal direction to the accelerometer, the amplitude is $F_0 = 1 \times 10^{-9} N$, the frequency is $f = 11933 Hz$, taking the quality of the mass $m = 4.58 \times 10^{-11} kg$, the damping coefficient is $c = 1.76 \times 10^{-7} Ns/m$, stiffness coefficient of the beam is $k = 0.2576N/m$, after simulate in Dymola for three millisecond, we can get the speed characteristic curve as shown in figure 4, you can see the quality mass reach steady state quickly.

By changing the form of the input force, we change the force to a constant force $F = 1 \times 10^{-9} N$, change the Modelica procedure parameters $F$ of figure 4, the rest of the parameters are the same, simulating in the Dymola platform, then we can get the displacement output curve as shown in figure 5, we can see from the figure 6 the displacement of the accelerometer eventually tend to $x = 38.8275 nm$, almost the same to the theoretical value $x = 38.8198 nm$.

IV. Conclusion

The MEMS simulation model based on multi-domain unified constraint expression use a unified constrained model to describe the MEMS multi-domain optimization problem, which can embody the multi-field and hierarchical characteristics of MEMS, it has the unified constraint representation theory with the physical structure intrinsic and reusable characteristics. Before solving the situation, we...
should coordinate the coupling factors of each field, guide the optimal solution obtained under the unified constraint environment, improve the quality of solution, enhance the fault tolerance ability and improve the information exchange ability. Solving use the constraint mapping and structural reduction technology to achieve the solution of multi-field optimizations design model under a large scale constraints environment, and ultimately realize the solving theoretical system of MEMS unified constraint modeling and simulation optimization. Therefore, compared to other methods, multi-domain unified modeling and simulation optimization design method can better solve the MEMS simulation optimization problems.
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